
 I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of Justice  

Rehabilitation and Education Section- October 2022 

Date Work Contents 

October 6th 
The publicity of “The advanced course of restoring justice” in 
2022 

October 12th 
The Composition Contest About the Story of Relationship 
Restoring Between Inmates and Their Families in 2022 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of Justice.  
Activity in Rehabilitation and Education Section 

Activity The publicity of “The advanced course in restoring justice” in 2022 

Date October 6th 

Content 

In order to launch the project of “course in restoring justice”, the Yilan 

prison invite the 王雯萱觀護心理處遇師 of the 臺灣宜蘭地方檢察署

觀護人室 to lecture about “the advanced course in restoring justice” on 

October 6th. The course had been recorded so that it could be played at 

other workshops. Expecting inmates to face their mistakes, correct the 

moral concept, take the responsibilities, no matter in the past, presence, 

even in future.  

 

 

The theme of advanced course The scene of publicity 

  

The scene of publicity The scene of publicity 



 

I-Lan Prison, Agency of Corrections, Ministry of Justice.  
Activity in Rehabilitation and Education Section 

Activity 
The Composition Contest About the Story of Relationship 

Restoring Between Inmates and Their Families in 2022 

Date October 12th 

Content 

During the pandemic, “The Composition Contest About the Story 

of Relationship Restoring Between Inmates and Their Families 

in 2022” was held by Yilan prison on October 12th, in order to 

improve the relationship, enhance the bound between inmates and their 

families. The theme for this contest is about the process of relationship 

restoring or the touching family interaction. While the inmates racked 

their brains to write, there were mentors in each teaching sections to 

instruct writing skills. There were a total of 64 compositions. 

  

An inmate was writing the composition A mentor was instructing writing skills 

  

The compositions were graded by the judges The first place 


